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Erratum

Erratum to Template for the Description of Cell-Based Toxicological Test Methods to Allow Evaluation and Regulatory Use of the Data

Alice Krebs1,2, Tanja Waldmann1, Martin F. Wilks3, Barbara M. A. van Vught-Lussenburg4, Bart van der Burg4, Andrea Terron5, Thomas Steger-Hartmann6, Joelle Ruegg7, Costanza Rovida8, Emma Pedersen9, Giorgia Pallocca1,8, Mirjam Luijten10, Sofia B. Leite11, Stefan Kustermann12, Hennicke Kamp13, Julia Hoeng14, Philip Hewitt15, Matthias Herzler16, Jan G. Hengstler17, Tiula Heinonen18, Thomas Hartung8,19, Barry Hardy20, Florian Gantner21, Ellen Fritsche22, Kristina Fant9, Janine Ezendam10, Thomas Exner20, Torsten Dunkern23, Daniel R. Dietrich24, Sandra Coecke11, Francois Busquet8,25, Albert Braeuning26, Olesja Bondarenko27, Susanne H. Bennekou28, Mario Beilmann29 and Marcel Leist1,2,8
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In this manuscript, which appeared in ALTEX (2019), 36(4), 682-699, doi:10.14573/altex.1909271, the affiliation of Hennicke Kamp should be Experimental Toxicology and Ecology, BASF SE, Ludwigshafen, Germany.

Further, the reference to an article by Bal-Price et al. (2015) should have the following doi:10.1007/s00204-015-1464-2.
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